“This comprehensive collection of carefully selected documents and published primary material, coupled with judicious and informative introductions, will help modern readers understand the social, cultural, and psychological roots of witch-hunting, both in the remote past and the present, and chronicles the most prominent witch-hunts of the Western world to show how communal fear of witchcraft has fueled cycles of accusation, persecution, and purging within communities.”

—from the introduction by Katherine Howe, editor
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manner. The chronological breadth allows us to grasp more fully the continuities that mark the history of witch-hunting on both sides of the Atlantic. “—David D. Hall, Harvard Divinity School

“Schönwerth’s tales have a compositional fierceness and energy rarely seen in stories gathered by the Brothers Grimm or Charles Perrault. “—Harold Bloom, Yale University

This comprehensive collection of carefully selected documents and published primary materials, coupled with judicious and informative introductions, will help modern readers understand the popular phenomenon of belief in witchcraft from the seventeenth century into more modern times. “—Mary Beth Norton, author of
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Fairy Tales from the Brothers Grimm: A New English Version

Edited with an introduction, notes, and a new foreword by Philip Pullman
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Tales of the German Imagination

From the Brothers Grimm to Ingeborg Bachmann

Edited by Katherine Howe, professor of American colonial literature at Cornell, this collection includes the stories of Immer Ger, a girl in a society of witch hunters, and of an Istanbul Jewish girl with a stilted in her heart, Ise Jacobs, who often annoyed her neighbors with the sudden burst of medicine-seller, an ancient performing stilt incited for fear of the witch-hunters, and others.

“Schönwerth’s tales have a compositional fierceness and energy rarely seen in stories gathered by the Brothers Grimm or Charles Perrault.”—Harold Bloom, Yale University

This new collection of German folk stories challenges preconceptions about many of the most commonly known fairytales. Many of the stories center around surprisingly emancipated female characters. “—The Guardian
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“This compendious collection of carefully selected documents and published primary materi-
als, coupled with judicious and informative introductions, will help modern readers understand
how communal fear of witchcraft has fueled cycles of accusation, persecution, and purging
within communities. Explores the social, cultural, and psychological roots of witch-hunting, both in the remote past
and the present, and chronicles the most prominent witch-hunts of the Western world to show
that the roots that torment us today—Ouija boards, satanic rituals, an unspeakable fear of
what’s lurking in the woods—are rooted and revolutionize our understanding of the genre.

"Schönwerth’s legacy counts as the most significant collection in the German-speaking world in
the past century and is a testament to the enduring nature of his work. Schönwerth’s tales have
a compositional fierceness and energy rarely seen in stories gathered by
the Brothers Grimm or Charles Perrault. “—The New Yorker

"This collection of German tales, beautifully translated by Peter Wortsman, introduces us to
a world of horror and wonder that has been lost for generations. Wortsman’s translation
resets the stories to their original context, reviving the oral tradition in which fairy tales
are rooted and revolutionize our understanding of the genre. “—The Guardian
JEAN THOMPSON
The Witch: And Other Tales Re-Told
In this captivating collection, Thompson takes classic fairy tales and brings them into the near future, where they are reimagined with a touch of science fiction and concerns with issues like the environment and warfare. In “The Swineherd,” for example, the protagonist is a young woman who grows up to become the first female general in the U.S. military. In “Sleeping Beauty,” the protagonist is a boxed-in woman who reveals the beauty that is trapped within her, while in “The Emperor’s New Clothes,” the main character is a renowned anthropologist who, in his portrait of their “sublime and beautiful” country. "—Elizabeth L. Bradley, from the PENGUIN CLASSICS PAPERBACK • 272 PP. • 978-0-14-310536-7 • $14.00

HELEN YONEYMI
Boy, Snow, Bird
"[Irving is] the architect of America's founding mythology....Today, Americans can hardly escape his influence, his sentiments, his very American manipulation of the fairytale genre with a historical twist. "—Meg Cabot, author of The Princess Diaries
WASHINGTON Irving
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow: And Other Stories
This volume brings together four works of the unknown fourteenth-century poet and chronicler of the Arthurian romance. This volume also includes two important works by the Brothers Grimm, including “The Sleeping Beauty” and “The Tinderbox,” as well as a selection of short stories that give America its own haunted mythology.
WASHINGTON Irving
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow: And Other Stories
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ELIZABETH BLACKWELL
While Beauty Slept
"Elizabeth Blackwell’s slender, elegant figure is frozen in a single, radiantly evocative moment, in a classic fairy tale inside out. "—Evelyn Anthony, from The Princess Bride
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LINDA S. GODFREY
American Monsters
A History of Monster Lore, Legends, and Sightings in America
From the pre-Columbian legends to modern-day eyewitness accounts, this comprehensive guide covers the history, mythology, and lore involving the most mysterious monsters in American folklore. In this entertaining and informative survey of the most infamous mythical creatures, the author explores the history, mythology, and lore involving the most mysterious monsters in American folklore. In this entertaining and informative survey of the most infamous mythical creatures, the author explores the
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Tales of the Marvelous and News of the Strange
The First Captain Translations of a Medieval Arab-Fantasy Collection
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INTRODUCTION BY LOUIS FAY
A prodigious actor of ancient magic, tales, these sources contain Arabic short stories dating back to the ninth century in the Islamic world, collected by the Jewish scholar Al-Idrisi. Although some of their sources, music, magic, and medieval folk tales among many others, the collection also contains stories that are more akin to folk tales. "In this manuscript, we see a world of imagination, a world of wonder, a world of enchantment, and a world of mystery. "—William F. Shuster, editor

STEFANOS PAPADOPOULOS
Early Material.
Complete with footnotes, notes, annotations, glossaries, and other supplementary scholarship, this comprehensive guide covers the history, sightings, and lore surrounding the most mysterious monsters in America.
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The Witches: And Other Tales Re-Told
Virginia Rees, editor
This volume brings together four works of the unknown fourteenth-century poet and chronicler of the Arthurian romance. This volume also includes two important works by the Brothers Grimm, including “The Sleeping Beauty” and “The Tinderbox,” as well as a selection of short stories that give America its own haunted mythology.
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The Witch: And Other Tales Re-Told
In this captivating collection, Thompson takes classic fairy tales and brings them into the near future, where they are reimagined with a touch of science fiction and concerns with issues like the environment and warfare. In “The Swineherd,” for example, the protagonist is a young woman who grows up to become the first female general in the U.S. military. In “Sleeping Beauty,” the protagonist is a boxed-in woman who reveals the beauty that is trapped within her, while in “The Emperor’s New Clothes,” the main character is a renowned anthropologist who, in
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MALCOLM C. LYONS, translator

Tales of the Marvellous and News of the Strange: The First English Translation of a Medieval Andalusi Collection FRACTIONATION OF ROBERT IRVING

A great account of ancient magical tales, these rare ancient Arabic short stories dating from the tenth to the thirteenth centuries, this collection of tales from the court of the Moorish emir in Andalusi, shows multiple perspectives on the world, from angels and jinn to men and women, from the visionary and religious to the fantastical and magical. Also features supplement footnotes, notes, annotations, glossaries, and other supplementary material.

JEAN THOMPSON

The Witch: And Other Tales To Re-Tell

The captivating collection, Thompson takes tales from fairy tale and brings it to the reader in a way that is both in sync with the original tale and speaks to the reader's eyes. Thompson’s approach is to offer an interpretation of the tale, while offering a new perspective to the reader.

MYRA STOKES and AD PUTTER, editors

The Works of the Gawain Poet

This volume brings together works from the unknown fourteenth-century poet, most of whose works are found in the famous manuscript the Bodleian Library, The Gawain Book. Included are works from the Gawain Poet, including “Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,” “Pearl,” “Patience,” and “Cleanness.”
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A History of Monster Lore, Legends, and Sightings in America

From the first reports of giant gunboats in the Civil War to the fantastic films of recent years, American monsters continue to fascinate readers. While a few scholars have written detailed monographs on the field, this is the first comprehensive guide to the history, mythology, and lore surrounding the most monstrous experiences in American history. With chapters on Native American legends, early American myths, the pulps and comic books, the Hollywood film and television, and the modern Internet, this is a must-read for scholars, students, armchair detectives, and fans.
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The Witch: And Other Tales To Re-Tell

The captivating collection, Thompson takes tales from fairy tale and brings it to the reader in a way that is both in sync with the original tale and speaks to the reader's eyes. Thompson’s approach is to offer an interpretation of the tale, while offering a new perspective to the reader.

ELIZABETH BLACKWELL

While Beauty Slept

In this stunning collection, Elizabeth Blackwell reimaginings of the fairy tale of Sleeping Beauty into an entirely new work. With a new beginning, a new end, and a new twist, Blackwell’s tale is a fresh and fascinating take on the classic tale.

LINDA S. GODFREY

American Monsters

A History of Monster Lore, Legends, and Sightings in America

From the first reports of giant gunboats in the Civil War to the fantastic films of recent years, American monsters continue to fascinate readers. While a few scholars have written detailed monographs on the field, this is the first comprehensive guide to the history, mythology, and lore surrounding the most monstrous experiences in American history. With chapters on Native American legends, early American myths, the pulps and comic books, the Hollywood film and television, and the modern Internet, this is a must-read for scholars, students, armchair detectives, and fans.

STEPHEN L. ANTZCAK and JAMES C. BASSETT, editors

Classic Fairy Tales: A Collection of Shocking Fairytales

Contemporary fairy stories that take the traditional fairy tale and rework it to create something new and surprising. With contributions from leading scholars in the field of fairy studies, this collection offers a fresh and exciting way to look at these timeless tales.
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The Penguin Book of Fifty New Myths

Compiled and prepared by Helen Oyeyemi

“Oyeyemi’s retellings are a powerful reminder of the human need for story…._Irrésistible. “—Minneapolis Star-Tribune
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"[Irving is] the architect of America’s founding mythology….Today, Americans can hardly imagine a collection of tales featuring Washington Irving’s best-known literary inventions: Ichabod Crane, the Headless Horseman, Rip Van Winkle, and other larger-than-life characters from The Sketch Book of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent.
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